jet.engine’s Flexibility and FRANCHINI’s Modularity: A Perfect Match!
Through their European Master Distributor Array Graphics, US-based inc.jet has recently overcome another frontier in
the Italian market by establishing a fruitful co-operation with FRANCHINI&C Srl, San Giuliano Mil.se, Italy. This
company, founded in 1959, is known worldwide as a leading manufacturer of silk screen label printing equipment as well
as a widely established reseller of other printing technology equipment and finishing machines. FRANCHINI&C Srl is a
specialist in installing long industrial lines and Array Graphics found in them a valuable OEM, capable of assembling
innovative ink jet systems as yet unheard of, ensuring the high quality standards they both are famous for.

Flexible, Adaptable and Uniquely
Extendable
The majority of the solutions installed by
FRANCHINI&C Srl are tailor-made printing
lines, designed and assembled to satisfy each
customer’s particular production needs, swiftly
responding to changing market needs. This
gives the equipment – be it flexo, silk screen,
letterpress or offset – an irreplaceable quality:
its modularity. In this context Array Graphics’
solutions fit in very well, given the unbeatable
application flexibility they offer. The dynamic
user-friendly GUI software gives the operator
easy access and control to the systems. The
wide range of printing equipment combinations
easily secure the buyer’s attention (they can be
moved, re-assembled and/or replaced in no
time). Moreover, Array Graphics’ jet.engine
is to date the only system that can be extended
to more than 4 imagers in line.
Over 20 million pieces high-speed ink jet printing on a FRANCHINI
flexo print system within 4 months with excellent technical results

Inks for All Choice
The powerful combination of software
and hardware becomes even more
striking when matched to the ink
richness. There are various types of
cartridges, responding to all needs
from single ones to re-fills to tanks
solutions, next to an unmatchable
variety of ink colours and qualities.
This is fostered by constant research
aimed at providing always new ink
solutions. This allowed Array Graphics
to become immediately marketable in
a country like Italy where the most
widely used drying system is UV
curing. For this purpose TrueFlex ink
was devised, meeting market
demands and attracting more and
more customers towards this
equipment.

Successful Applications and Satisfied Customers
FRANCHINI&C Srl engineers recently devised a very clever
bracket to support a full 11-imager installation placed on a
high-speed flexo machine used for security applications by
Pasqui Srl, Città di Castello, Perugia in Italy. This company
specialises in scratch-off lottery tickets and they had their
jet.engine printing system installed 4 months ago. Today, Mr
Giuseppe Pasqui, the company’s CEO, confirms that the ink
jet system has become central to their production, being used
twice a week on a regular basis. Variable data production
reached over 20 millions pieces since installation and the
customer is very satisfied, given the excellent technical results
achieved by this system.

Innovative Printing Solutions
FRANCHINI&C Srl found in Array Graphics a perfect
partnership, meeting the wide range of application
requirements their clientele represents. They share with their
foreign partner a thirst for knowledge seeking as well as
continuous strain towards the creation of always more
innovative and updated printing solutions.

